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WAR AND WATERGATE...
U.S. forces alerted
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Mid-east clouding
domestic problems?

in preventive move
WASHINGTON (API U.S. military
forces were ordered to alert status
yesterday as the administration sought
to keep the Soviet I'mon from
intervening in the Middle East
The Russians later agreed to stay out
of the area, in favor of a peace-keeping
force without big-power involvement
The UN Security Council quickly
approved a resolution to dispatch a
peace-keeping force that will not
include American. Russian or other
major power forces
PRESIDENT NIXON ordered the
alert as a precautionary measure alter
American officials noticed an
"ambiguity in some of the actions and
statements" by the Russians.
Secretary of State Henry A Kissinger
said
In a lengthy news conference
yesterday, the secretary declined to
give details, but referred to movement
within the Soviet Union of Russian
troops and statements by Moscow
representatives at the United Nations
Without saying so directly. Kissinger
had indicated Soviet agreement to keep
out of a peace-keeping force would lead
to the relaxing of the 1 S military
alert
"The alert will not last one moment
longer than absolutely necessary and
will be lifted as soon as there is no
threat of unilateral action' by the
Soviets. Kissinger (old reporters.

WASHINGTON (API Denying that
the White House is "playing with the
lives of the American people,"
Secretary of State Henry A Kissinger
icily rejected any suggestion that
yesterday's Mid-east developments
were staged to obscure the still-boiling
Watergate affair
President Nixon postponed until
today a news conference for questions
about Watergate, even as new scandal
disclosures surfaced and Republicans
in Congress stepped up pressure for a
new special prosecutor
The White House said Nixon was too
busy with the Middle East to hold the
news conference planned for last night

HE STRESSED that the alert was
precautionary in nature" and that the
chances for peace remain promising
As Kissinger spoke, the battlefield
situation remained ambiguous Egypt
claimed Israeli forces continued to
attack Suez City on the southern end of
the Suez Canal's west bank.
Israel refused again to allow U N.
observers access to the area. Egypt
said
The northern front on both sides of
the canal remained quiet and there was
little if any fighting in Syria, according
to both Israeli and Arab accounts
The Security Council resolution, the
third such action since the fighting
broke out Oct. 6. provided that none of
the five nations permanently represented on the council would be used in
any peace-keeping force
WITH THE UNITED States and
Russia agreeing and China abstaining,
the success of the resolution was
guaranteed
The issue of big-power forces,
particularly those from the United
States and the Soviet Union, became a
major problem when Egypt asked for a
joint
American-Russian
troop
contingent to police the cease-fire
In a speech Wednesday night. Soviet
UN. representative Jacob Malik said
the request was justified The White
House immediately ruled out such an
action
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A South Vwlnomiw child turns bomb lin» discorded by units
at the Bion Hoa airbase into flowerpot!

At the cloM of a

conflict, war supplios may sorvo quit* a different purpose
than they did during the fighting.

'Nothing surprises me anymore'

Campus reacts to Nixon order
By M »rci«Skater
Staff Reporter
"I don't know what to think."

"Nothing Nixon does surprises me
anymore.
"I just don't think we have any
business there "
These were the general reactions of
students and faculty yesterday after
they learned of President Nixon's
postponement of a press conference
scheduled for last night and of
Pentagon orders to place U.S. troops
worldwide on alert for prudent, precautionary reasons amid reports of
unilateral intervention by the Soviet
Union
"I'M SHOCKED ABOUT the alert
It's frightening to contemplate." said

Don't forget!
The aatioa goes back to Eastern SUadard Time Saaday
meralag. Clocks matt be farmed
back aae boar, so eajoy the extra
hear of sleep.

Guy Melvin, graduate student. "I'm
sure there will be limited warfare I
don't know how long it will last, but
something will happen.'
Jerry Zerbe, sophomore (Ed. i.
agreed "If we send all those troops on
alert, something will happen," he said
That Nixon postponed his news
conference doesn't surprise me at all
At least now he has a good excuse not
to go on TV "
Terry Rippin, senior (A&SI said he
thought "this was the same type ol
involvement as with Vietnam "Maybe
I'm just paranoid, but I think this is a
big mistake." Rippin said
I think Nixon canceled his press
conierence to save face. He is using the
Middle East as a good cover-up for his
inability to explain his actions." he
said
•NIXON ONLY alerted the troops,
said Janan Veres, junior (B.A.i. "Bull
can't help feeling that once they are
alerted, we're sure to get involved."
she said. I think that he postponed the
conference to get the pressure off himself." she added.
Robert Meyers, assistant professor
of English, said the situation was
unclear to him "1 don't quite know the
reason for this action." he said.
"In the meantime, Russia and
America continue to play the little
game they necessarily have to play."
Meyers continued "I think what must
be considered is the best mutual
interests for the Israeli and Arab
countries."

Abbas Tabalabaie. freshman (B A I,
is a native of Iran. "My country is very
close to the Middle East situation." ho
said "I don't want to see my friends go
to war
"I wish the Russians ami Americans
would stay out of the whole conflict and
let the countries involved decide it." he
said "I think Nixon is chicken to go on
TV for a press conference." he added
"1 don't know what to think." said
i In i. Geist. graduate student ' This is
the most serious situation since the
Cuban crisis Nixon is only looking for

an excuse not to meet with the public
about Watergate, but there is a crisis
going On," he said
Kenneth Rothrock. assistant
professor of sociology, said that
placing the troops on alert "perhaps is
a precaution any American president
would take, but I wish he would do it
through Congress I think we must be
careful
to
avoid
another
entanglement." Holhrook said
Jim Castello, junior (Ed.), summed
up most reactions "I'm really upset
by all this. I hope nothing comes of all
this." he said

KISSINGER, speaking at a State
Department news conference, was
asked whether domestic problems had
prompted Nixon to call yesterday's
early morning military alert.
"We are attempting to conduct the
foreign policy of the United States with
regard for. future generations." he
said, adding
"It is a sympion of what is happening
in this country that it even could be
suggested that the United States would
alert its forces lor domestic reasons."
At another point, he said. "There has
to be a minimum of confidence that the
senior officials of the American
government are not playing with the
lives of the American people.
There was a swirl of new developments yesterday in the Watergate
affair
-SEVERAL LEADING Senate
Democrats pressed for creation of a
special prosecutor who couldn't be
fired by the President, and House
Republicans urged Nixon to appoint his
own replacement for ousted Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox.
-Nixon's own constitutional lawyer.
Charles Alan Wright, said he
personally favors appointment of
another independent prosecutor, but
not one as independent as Cox had
been.
-Administration officials disclosed
that the White House is blocking key
testimony about Nixon's role in a
controversial 1971 increase in federal
price supports for milk.
Former
Agriculture Secretary
Clifford M. Hardinand Undersecretary
of Agriculture J. Phil Campbell have
been instructed not to answer Senate

investigators' questions about a key
meeting with the President White
House lawyers are claiming executive
privilege.
1'ulilii- inteiest groups have alleged
in a lawsuit that the administration
granted the increase as a political
payoff to the dairy lobby for more than
$400,000 they gave to Nixon's reelection campaign.
-It was learned that the President's
one-time personal lawyer. Herbert W.
Kalmbach. has told investigators he
probably relayed word to the White
House about a secret $100,000 gilt from
billionaire Howard R. Hughes to
Nixon's friend. C, G "Bebe" Rebozo
Kalmbach, according to an informed
source, says he believes he did this in
mid-1972. at least six months before
Nixon acknowledges hearing about the
controversial money.
IN THE SENATE, seven Democrats
on the 17 iti.iii Judiciary Committee
joined in sponsoring a bill for introduction today that would create a new
special prosecutor with all the powers
Cox had before he was fired.
The prosecutor would be appointed,
not by the President, but by US Dist
Judge John J. Sirica.
House Republicans,
meanwhile,
joined their Senate GOP counterparts
in urging Nixon to appoint his own
replacement for Cox.
GOP Leader Gerald R Ford of
Michigan and Republican Conierence
Chairman John B Anderson of Illinois
said a majority of their colleagues
backed such a move. They asked
Wright 10 relay that word to the
President
Subcommittee hearings were
scheduled for Monday in the House on
bills to create a special prosecutor

Weather
Partly cloady throagh tonight.
Lews toaight la the apper els aad
lower its. A little cooler today.
Highs la Ike mid to apper Ms.
Tomorrow mostly cloudy aad a
little cooler. Highs la the apper Ms
aad lew Ms. Probability of
precipitation It per ceat today aad
tealght.
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Meyers said he is "not terribly
offended by the postponement of the
press conierence. Nixon finally has a
legitimate excuse, but we must keep
pushing him to explain his actions." he
said

Perrysburg man sentenced

5* .

in armed assault incident
A 19-year-old Perrysburg man has
been sentenced to serve terms of one to
IS years, one to three years and one to
five years in the Ohio Slate Reformatory at Mansfield in connection with
the assault of two University students
last January.
Michael Yarger pleaded guilty to a
charge of assault with intent to rape
and was sentenced to one to 15 years,
with an additional one to three years
for the use of a firearm in the assault.

He then was sentenced to serve one
to five years for assault with a deadly
weapon The first two sentences will be
served concurrently while the last sentence will be served consecutively.
Yarger was arrested Jan. 9 along
with a 16-year-old companion after
allegedly picking up two women hitchhikers on Wooster Street, driving them
to the Perrysburg area and raping
them.

r

Troops
moving

Troop movements in the

MKJ-.O.I

war zone, such as

this Egyptian convoy, may be affected by last night's
U. N. resolution to send a peace-keeping force into

the oreo. The resolution come as United States
troops wore placed on olort as a precaution against
a Soviet troop build-up in the battle area.
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major world crisis
narrowly averted
Yesterday was a close one.
As reports of military units being on "alert" flowed in. visions of war
between Rusian and U.S. forces loomed into mind. Radio newscasters
were even occasionally mentioning the word "nuclear war."
Later in the day the crisis ended when the Soviet Union agreed not to
send troops to the Middle East The UN. Security Council wisely agreed
1*0 to send an emergency peace-keeping team to the Middle East.
The best part of this resolution is that American and Russian personnel
will not be included on the emergency team.
There are too many things that could have gone wrong with keeping
American and Russian troops together in the Middle East, especially
since the nations are politically opposed to one another. War would have
been a possibility.
There is a lesson to be learned in the events of yesterday The world
came dangerously close to a major conflict because both sides were
"sabre rattling" before the diplomatic negotiations began.
So much was at stake yesterday and only diplomacy averted a more
serious world crisis And for that we can be thankful

"I don'f care what those mean bullies say...my menial health Is great

gynecologists hired
Gynecological services will once again be offered at the University
Health Center, to the relief of many women who have had to wait since
the beginning of fall quarter for the services.
Starting Monday, the clinic will be staffed by Dr. Janice Woolley, a
specialist in the medical care of young adults. She will be assisted by a
resident in gynecology at the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo (MCO).
The Board of Trustees one year ago authorized the University to
establish a gynecological service.
Since then, women have been unsure as to whether or not a
gynecologist will always be available, should problems arise.
At the beginning of fall quarter. Ur. Richard Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs, was informed that the MCO obstetrics-gynccology
department would be unable to provide services for the University for
fall quarter.
It is commendable that he has finally found the necessary services for
women at the University.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The B(i News. 106
University Hall.

Lerrers
food prices
I am writing to comment on the price
of food in the residence halls.
I live in Anderson, and yesterday
purchased one slice of roast beef for
11.40. 1 understand increased food
prices but those in the residence cafeterias are unbelievable
FOUR coupon books a
quarter, a student has a little over two
dollars a day to spend
Take an average day Breakfast-one
glass of juice, three strips of bacon on
toast, a bowl of cereal, and a cup of
coffee, lunch one hamburger, an
order of Irench fries and a small coke.
dinner-one slice of roast beef, a tossed
salad, some mashed potatoes, a piece
of pie and one glass of milk
IF YOU GO back over this you'll find
this is certainly not an extravagant
amount of food, yet keeping in mind
the two dollar budget, this day's food
comes to B K>
I am not faulting the cafeteria staff,
only those in charge of affixing prices
These people must take into account

the student's position
B Mark Davis
437 Anderson

bike ramps
The recent addition ol the bike route
signs and bike ramps to area streets is
a step in the right direction for those
who are capable of riding a bike. But
what of the individual who is confined
to another vehicle-the wheelchair?
Although there are lew people on
campus who must use a wheelchair
what of potential students and guests''
Many of the new bike ramps are not
wide enough for a wheelchair to safely
use them 1 think it would have been a
good idea to have made these ramps
just a few inches wider, for the safety
of those not as fortunate as the bike
riders
Students at Ohio State recently
donated their own funds for the
removal of obstacles to the
handicapped
Perhaps the ramps yet to be installed
las of Oct 241 will be wide enough for
wheelchairs The ramps in front of the
University Health Center should
especially be wide enough
Kevin McCrav
368 Rodger's

right Sparky?"

looking to the future...
NEW YORK. NY -Sometimes when
I read about the marvelous technology
ol the luture. I'm almost glad I won't
be around to test its dazzling
el lu lency.
I have enough trouble with the
dazzling efficiency I've got now,
especially my TV set that picks up
phone calls from city officials'
limousines and the electric can opener
that will yet take my hand off at the
wrist
Looking ahead to the next century, it
would be nice having a robot maid who
vacuums the rugs, scours the sink,
pops the roast into the oven at half-past
five and then tucks herself text-use me,
itself I into the closet for (he night

piped into the house (page by page I
from a microfilm center
Nor am I eagerly anticipating a
world where babies will be carried
nine months in the wombof "surrogate
mothers" to free affluent ladies from
the nuisance of pregnancy.
(The babies, in tomorrow's brave
new world, will be formed from the
loving couple's own sperm and ovum
The proxy carrier will simply
surrender the infant on birth. I

TROUBLE IS you'd have to
"program" these robots Feed the
proper instructions into them via your
handy kitchen computer
If my past housekeeping record is
any criterion. I'd push the wrong
computer dials and my marvelous
mechanical maid would spend a full
day vacuuming the sink, scouring the
roast and practicing the tango on the
dirty carpets After a while something
would blow up, probably the house.
Furthermore, this outbreak of
domestic mayhem would undoubtedly
occur while madam was off conferring
with the bank manager, apologizing lor
the aberrations ol the desk computer
that went berserk and paid every
creditor three times ("The computer
is not careless, madam: it is the
human being instructing the computer
who is careless. "I

ANOTHER THING: That robot
housemaid is sure to be the ugliest
contraption this side of a bulldozer.
It's no wonder she I can't help
thinking of it as she-is referred to by
engineers as a "robot slave." Only a
slave would consent to looking so drab.
Here is a description of your future
maid by Prof M.W. Hiring of the
University of Sheffield. England. "It
will not look like a human being." he
writes, steadfastly neutral about the
gender, "but rather like a box with one
large eye at the top. two arms, three
hands and a pair of long narrow pads
on each side to support and move itself
with "

HOUSEKEEPING by computer will
not. 1 predict, simplify the daily life of
old-fashioned, ten-thumbed housewives
like me.
Given two switches, one marked
MANUAL and the other AUTOMATIC
PILOT. I'd push MANUAL every time
Life will lose a certain savor. I
suspect, when all you need to run a
gracious home is a sound knowledge of
electronic engineering
I don't look forward to living in a
world where everybody shops by TV.
pavs bills by computer and has books

THREE HANDS, please notice
Never mind if she's a pantry drinker, a
slattern at the sink and a Lucrezia
Borgia at the stove.
What every woman needs to fulfill
the requirements of gracious living, as
set forth in the magazine ads. is three
hands Or a three-handed maid who
puts herself away in the closet and
never entertains gentleman callers
after the beds are turned down
If you feel disinclined to leave the
snug efficiency of your own hutch in
the 21st century, nobody will blame

than a toddlin' town. It will extend on
through Texas The West Coast will be
called Los Angeles.
All industry will be urbanized,
including food production. Huge farms
will exist under glass-ami under
water. That we are already beading
that way is suggested by a new butter
churn I've read about. It makes four
tons of butter in one hour.
NOBODY HAS devised a replace
ment for the cow. but the technologists
are working on it. They've got a
machine in England that makes
synthetic milk, first chewing clovers
and nettles and. one imagines, mooing
a lot. Some samples of ersatz milk
have been produced, but to date the
product has one flaw. It's bright green
Cf yrlghl in, Us Aagdet Tunes

THe BG news
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the week that was
By Jim Wauermaa
Editorial Editor
This was the week that was!
Many national and international
events that had been just building for
weeks and months finally exploded into
sudden dec is ions
Sunday morning headlines boldly
announced that Archibald Cox. the
special Watergate prosecutor, was
fired and the entire prosecution force
was dismantled and the Watergate
investigation was put into the hands of
the Justice Department.

'CAN ANYBODY TILL ME WHO THE WINNERS ARE?'

you. Country life, as we know it. will
•i.ive disappeared
Prof. Arnold Toynbee. whose
specialty is charting the rise and fall of
civilizations, says every nation will be
one huge, teeming city in the 21st
century.
TO ESCAPE the traffic, the noise
and the pollution you will have to
travel to the Sahara, the Himalayas or
to a polar ice cap
Prof. Toynbee calls this sprawling
global city Ecumenopolis. not to be
confused with Megalopolis or even
Indianapolis
He foresees the time when the East
Coast will be one enormous urban
sprawl from Boston to Washington. In
Middle America we shall simply have
a colossal Chicago, a totterin' rather

These impeachment resolutions
were being introduced a mere week
and a half after former Vice President
Spiro Agnew resigned and pleaded "no
contest" to a charge of income tax
evasion.
Tuesday in the face of 44 per cent of
the American people surveyed in an
NBC opinion poll favoring impeachment, Nixon suddenly announced be
was turning over the famous
'presidential tapes" to Watergate
Judge John J. Sirica.

Attorney General Elliot Richardson
resigned rather than carry out the
President's orders to fire Cox and
Deputy Atty. Gen. William I)
Ruckelsbaus was fired by the
President when he refused to fire Cox.

This decision came after months of
squabling and constitutional rhetoric
between the President and the
Watergate Committee and Judge
Sirica.
It's been all syndicated columnists
and cartoonists can do just to keep
their columns and art from being
outdated within minutes after mailing.

With those actions sprang the first
impeachment resolutions in Congress
since Andrew Johnson was impeached
over 100 years ago. The entire nation
watched as their government was
>eginning to crumble before their eyes.

The Middle East war was being
negotiated by a crippled administration and a cease-fire was worked
out between the Soviet Union and the
U.S. for the warring nations on
Monday.

America breathed a sigh of relief
with the signing of the cease-fire.
However, it was a short-lived sigh
since fighting broke out again hours
later.
Then yesterday for about half the
day the nation lived in fear of conflict
between Russian and U.S. troops as all
U.S. military forces around the world
were placed on "alert."
At the height of paranoia was Sen.
Henry (Scoop) Jackson (D-Wash. I who
said. "We're right at the brink again."
But by late afternoon the crisis was
over with Russia agreeing not to send
troops into the Middle East as a means
to enforce the cease-fire.
Yes. this could be a week to tell your
children about, someday. This was a
week that threatened to catch America
without a President or a Vice
President.
This was a week that sent the
national fear level approaching that of
the mining of Haiphong Harbor and the
Cuban missile crisis
Yes. this was the week that was.
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Viet Cong enter S. Vietnam;
attacks expected near Saigon
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia i APi - North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
troops have crossed from
Cambodia into South Vietnam, massing tor possible
attacks in the Mekong Delta
and Saigon regions. Western
diplomatic sources said yesterday
The movement, involving
four divisions, has been
taking place for the last few
weeks and may have a relation to the stepped-up level
of fighting in Vietnam, the
sources in the Cambodian
capital said
Strength of a North Vietnamese division is estimated at about 6.000 to 7.000
men

Motorcyc/e

How about starting a car pool with your motorcycle? Thoro aro 13 sold i.rs on
thi» ono in Pretoria, South Africa. Actually, tho soldiers aro par tki pa ting in a

sfunf

trick riding stunl during a totoo a military coramony, marking South Africa'.
Army Day •

namese troops, backed by
tanks and heavy artillery
THE MOST prominent
speculation concerning the
reported troop withdrawal
from Cambodia was that
North Vietnam intended to

Bomber Wing at WrightPatterson is normally a part
of any strategic lorce "
Lockbourne is a Strategic
Air Command base
PUBLIC information officers at both bases gave terse
"no comments" to queries
about the alert, and referred
all questions to Washington
Sources at other military
bases in the country had confirmed that an alert had
been issued yesterday
morning About 25 bases had
confirmed they were on
alert
Kour bombers and three
.tankers appeared to have

been readied at Wright-Patterson, a base observer
reported The planes are
part ol the 17th Bomber
Wing, which includes about
1.300 pilots, crewmen and
maintenance personnel, he
said
BUT. HE added, flying
activity at the base
appeared normal yesterday
The Air Force Logistics
Command, a world wide
center lor supplies and
maintenance, also is located
at the Dayton area base, the
observer said.
"There's no question that

in any kind of alert, they'd
be affected." he said.
The Lockbourne base primarily services tankers, he

Control favored
WASHINGTON (API
John T
LHinlop. director ol the lost of Living
Council, said yesterday he favors
continuing wage and price controls into
1974
He said it would be neither desirable
nor feasible to end them in 1973
Lifting them before 1974. he said,
would bring about "a magnitude of price
increases that would be unsatisfactory..."
Dunlop was the first administration
official of his rank to say he favored
continuing the controls into 1974 Under
present statutory limitations, the
controls expire April 30.1974

IN SOUTH Vietnam, mill
tary sources reported that
Communist-led North Vietnamese troops overran a
government base 12 miles
west ol Pleiku Tuesday It
was the second large
government camp near
Pleiku to be captured in a
month
The sources identified the
base as Plei Blang and said
it was assaulted by an csti
mated 2.000 North Viet-

said

Several Israeli planes and
C-6 Air Force cargo planes
have been observed at the
Wright-Patterson base
during the last two weeks,
local newsmen said
Dayton television station
WLWD-TV reported it
attempted early yesterday
to enter Wright-Patterson,
but was refused access without an escort. The station
was told no film could be
shot on base

"THE BASE is not an
open base," said base inlormatlon officer Bert
Travender Hut he added
thai local media usually are
allowed entry without an
escort

The sources said the
apparent withdrawal would
leave only two Vietnamese
divisions in Cambodia.

The sources added that the
information on the movements was probably based
largely on air reconnaissance data provided to the
Cambodian military by the
United States

newsnotes

Coal for fuel

Ohio Air Force bases alerted
By The Associated Preu
The effects of a nationwide military alert on
operations at Wright-Patterson and Lockbourne Air
Force bases in Ohio remained unclear yesterday,
although unusual activity
was reported at both installations
Gatechecks at WrightPatterson were, more
thorough than usual, and
newsmen were net being
allowed into the base, said a
military writer lor a local
newspaper
He added. In any kind ol
a general alert, the 17th.

reinforce its troops in South
Vietnam

.

COLUMBUS (AIM - A return to coal as
an energy source for Ohio may be in
store if the oil shortage continues. Lt
Oov, John W. Brown's Energy Task
Force said in an interim report
yesterday
John E. Davison of the University of
Dayton, task force coordinator, said
Ohio coal has a high sulphur content and
would have to be treated to meet
standards of the Environmental
Protection Agency

Davison said the study showed that the
energy shortage in Ohio has not yet
reached the crisis situation but all of the
problems that could make it one are
there

Court system
COLUMBUS (API The president of
the Ohio Bar Association urged support
yesterday for a proposed constitutional
amendment which would allow for
reorganization of the state's court
system
Kudolph Janata said in a statement
Issue No 3 is the next logical step in
continuing improvements made possible
bv the Modern Courts Amendment of
1968
"The courts have witnessed a marked
increase in efficiency since the 1968
amendment, and dollars have been
saved." he said The passage of Issue 3
could only help increase this effectiveness ."

Quitting urged
TOLEDO (API - President Nixon
should resign for supporting Israel in the
war in the Mid-east, the president of the
International Arab Federation said
yesterday
Joseph Hayeck issued the demand at a
news conference.

Oil control legislation sought
WASHINGTON (APi The Nixon administration
and a Senate panel have
agreed to speed through
Congress mandatory petroleum controls to offset the
cutoff of oil from Arab
nations
Sens Henry M Jackson
ID-Wash. I and Paul Fannin

(K-Arit.l. the chairperson
and ranking minority member of the Senate Interior
Committee, said yesterday
that while details have to be
worked out. there was full
bipartisan agreement on the
need for the legislation
Generally, the legislation

emergency whenever the
nation's petroleum supply is
cut five per cent or moreabout the size of the decrease expected from the
Arabs
Jackson said a similar
measure is expected to lie
offered by the administration shortly

would authorize both
mandatory petroleum
conservation and mandatory
production increases.
It would be fashioned, at
least in part, on a bill introduced by Jackson last week
to give the President the
power to declare a fuel

SPECIAL

Don't Miss Bowling Green's

SPAGHETTI
NIGHT
MONDAY, OCT. 29
All You Can
Eat

"■

Friday
October 26th
9 P.M. to Midnight
Most B.G. Stores Open with Special Sales

•1.50 for FULL
DINNER
4:30-9
CAMBRIDGE & OXFORD
HALL ROOMS

This ii "Ihe" 1937 warning lo loot, women.
A film classic now an unparalleled comedy.
r.™» "•• she OMsM »• vi «*° >"•"•>■' »■" "trim MACMEM
YOU WONT CLAP AT THIS ONEI

r

-pius-

Th. famous IW Marihuana Western "HIGH ON THE RANGE"
Starring Yakime Canutt. "World's Greatest Cowboy.

at
THE
OF BOWLING GREEN

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 25, 26, 27

105 Hann: Hall
7 and 9 P.M.
'1.00 adm.

1550E.Wooster
Holiday Inn apologizes
for the last inconvenience

9 P.M. to Midnight
(SEE THURSDAY'S SPECIAL TAB SECTION)

* Super Bargains by All B.G. Merchants
* Free Entertainment — 9 p.m. to Midnight
* Free Cider and Donuts — 9 p.m. to Midnight
* Callithumpian Parade — 4 p.m. Friday
* Special Halloween Attractions at Cla-Zel

WATCH AS DOMINO'S PIZZA
competes with other area
Pizza Shops in the
Pizza Eliminator Class
at the BGSU
Sports Car "Autocross"

* Concessions Downtown All Day Friday & Saturday
* Watch Out for Roving Ghouls with Free Prizes
This Ad Sponsored by MW-Amttkan National tank 4 Trust Co.

Domino's vs Pisanollo's vs Pagliai's

Oct. 28

let Arena Parking Lot
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'Be Heard' on midnight show
ByJaaHMiak

it starts. And Perdue keeps
it rolling from there.
Hit "free form broadcasting" show every Tuesday and Wednesday night
allows students to call in and
talk on any subject that
interests them, he said.
"Be Heard." Perdue's

WFAL. the campus radio
station, has a new midnight
talk show hosted by Jimmy
Perdue, junior (A&SI.
"The original boogey
brother. Jimmy Perdue, on
the air-everywhere." is how

talk show, was broadcast
originally at 8 p.m., but
soon switched times for two
reasons, he explained
"One, there's a more
sophisticated audience at
midnight The CKLW teenyboppers are in bed." said
Perdue. "A lot of things are

discussed that are rated R
"Two. I have to work at
another Toledo station,
WTTO. from 6-11." be
admitted.

'Evening with Amory' slated

"OUR FIRST show was
last Wednesday and the
phone lines didn't slow till
1 30 a.m.," Perdue said.
' The open ended show could
go until six if people
wanted."
A few major topics discussed are greeks, the
campus social atmosphere
and the downtown life.
Perdue's most unusual
topic so far has been the
over abundant female posteriors on campus, he said
"Yeah, that was it But on
any subject, I like to hear
both sides."
According to Perdue, "the
show is a voice of the student that I don't think they
have. They can voice their
opinions in their own words.
They're only censored if
they're obscene "
Perdue considers himself
his own personal censor, he
said
"Whatever the community renders obscene. I
rule obscene I know my
regulations If a court case
comes up. I'm ok," he said.
"You can say boobs,
screw, lay but if I think
twice about an obscenity. I'll
bloop it." he added
The station uses a oneminute delay system on
each call to delete obscenities.

The Wood County Humane
Society will sponsor "An
Evening With Cleveland
Amory" Monday at 8:30
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom,
Union

Amory. a television critic
for TV Guide and a noted
conservationist, is president
and founder of The Fund For
Animals, an organization to
protect ocean mammals, en-

PRO & COLLEGE
FOOTBALL IN COLOR
IN OUR BEAUTIFUL
RUM KEG LOUNGE
SUNDAY KEG
PARTY

.

4-11 P.M.
1628 I. WOOSTER ■ 352-0709

Live on our stage

"RED FOX"
M*« tlic he,i, , rock

MIIUH!

THE
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muted thi'in boloir you mull M'i*
them now "Red fon". now i\
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H
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2 30

NIGMT CLUB

mm

AM .

lui'vl.iv tliiouoh Sunday

BVHNEGAtt PLA/A
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dangered species, and predatory animals on public
lands.
There will also be a dinner
in the Grand Ballroom
before Amory's presentation. Price of the dinner is
17.50. and reservations can
be made by calling Sandra
Rowland, executive president of the Humane Society,
at 352-8841 Admission to the
speech only is Jl

Course offered
A representative from
Storaska. Inc. will be on
campus Monday and Tuesday to demonstrate the
Frederic Storaska Self-Defense course
The course, which will begin Nov 5. will last four
weeks and costs |20.
The representative will
visit dormitories and small
living units to sign up students for the course
Further information can
be obtained at the Student
Activities Office, 405 Student Services Bldg

J & G PIZZA & RESTAURANT
The Best Pizza & Greek
Food In Town!
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri., Sat. til 2:00 a.m.
440 E. COURT ST.—RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
FOR CARRY OUT—353-8565
Entertainment Thurs. & Fri. Night

SOUTH SIDE SIX
SPECIAL ON 7UP

"Not that we don't trust
people, it's illegal if we
don't." explained Perdue
"THE CALLERS are a
little more male, who are a
little more 'articulate,'
expecially at the night
hours We get the delay
system working." he joked.
What's different about this
talk show?
"In usual talk show situations, you have a basic super
star with a massive ego. If
vou say anything contradicting the star, or deflate his
ego. you're cut off " Perdue
explained
"My rule Is
basic-l don't cut anyone off
the air.
"It's a chancy job. You
don't know what you're
going to get." he said.
The show seldom has
guests, but Perdue is in the
process of getting a prostitute from Toledo to talk with
University students.
"I totally enjoy my
work." Perdue said. "I help
other people have a good
time and maybe help better
the
relationships
on
campus."

Watergate hearings to resume;
public TV recap discontinued
NEW YORK (API - The
Senate Watergate hearings
are scheduled to resume
next Tuesday
But don't expect each
day's videotaped testimony
to be rerun in lull at night
this time on public TV.

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
is
COMING

YEARBOOK PICTURES
ARE BEING TAKEN
NEXT 2 WEEKS ONLY

c

79

plus deposit

ROLD GOLD PRETZELS Reg 39c

NOW25

C

310 STUDENT
SERVICES BLDG.

WHEN: Oct. 29. 1973
WHERE Student Court Room of the Student Services Big. 4th
Floor
Time: 7:00 p m
ALL INTERESTED WOMEN ARE INVITED TO ATTEND. ESPECIALLY
BLACK WOMEN

Sunday October 28
Grand Ballroom
FREE Rap Session 4:30 p.m.
Concert 8:00 p.m.
Tickets at: Union Ticket Office
$4 Gen Reserve
$3 Gen Admission

REDWOOD'S
MAI TAI WEEKEND
8:00 - 1:00
THURS.-FR1.-SAT.

FREE COKE NIGHT
3 Free Cokes With Any Large
Pizza Tonight

LEIS FOR THE LADIES

352-5221

CHARLIE O^WjAMSKt

160 N. MAIN ST.

STAN
KENTON
u
A
o

OCT

28
4»5o
pALJ-fcoorA

CLINIC AT

CAfcN AT\oN

RJCONV

live.

iNFORTWIONNifc

PIZZA

Coffee
Keuse
8:3ofcn

IT AVERAGED (12.000 in
production costs lor each
evening show put together
by the National Public
Alfairs Center for Television (NPACTi which
covers the hearings for
public television, he said
The last daytime broadcast of the hearings was on
Oct. 3. when CBS covered it

STAN KENTON BAND

DOMINO'S

SIDE DooR.

version, either, he said,
adding that a second factor
in the reduced Watergate
coverage was the price tag
for the previous full
coverage of the hearings

WITH
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Derti Si|mi Thttj Sorority, Inc.
Si|ma Gama Rho Sorority, Inc.
Come hear the hows, whys and whats ol BlacK Sorority Life on the
BGSU campus Have your questions answered by those who know
and can help you decide whether Greek is tor you

372-0086

weekdays & Sun 9 to 11
Fn. & Sat 9 12

737 S. MAIN

shorter-maybe a half hour,
maybe an hour-but it
depends on what Watergate
coverage instructions public
TV stations give PBS before
the hearings resume. PBS
says
The major factor, a PBS
spokesperson says, is that a
majority of public TV
stations in effect said
enough, already.
when
asked earlier this month
about continued gavel-togavel Watergate reruns at
night The hearings have
gone on 45 days so far
The stations didn't want
an abridged three-hour

SORORITY INFORMATION NIGHT

GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, OCT. 28

352-8639

There won't be any gavelto-gavel reruns, nor will
there even be any more
abridged three-hour repeats
of the hearings, according to
the Public Broadcasting
Service I PBS l.
THE SHOW will be far

SENIORS

SMCKKOZ.

SOUTH SIDE SIX

m«ifl»l«brlW'*'
Jimmy Pardut

<* -*

^
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31
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Well directed, well cast

'Old Times' powerful drama
By Brace <ilover
Harold Pinler can do
strange things with an
audience He can tease, jab
and occasionally throttle it.
leaving the audience
wondering what it was
exactly that kicked it in the
face.
This is precisely what his
Old Times" did Wednesday
night in the Joe E Brown
Theatre
And if
Old
Times" is any indication of
what the University theater
department is capable of
producing this season. I
would say it looks like a very
promising year.

Director Dr
David
Addington has beautifully
transformed an inlncatelywoven script into a powerful
Pinter play, which in itself
is no picayune feat
When Pinter is done well
it shows-it beams from the
stage and reflects back from
the audience, trapping both
cast and audience in a
situation from which you are
relieved to have escaped
Nevertheless, it is a
situation you're glad to
experience
DR. Addington toyed with
the opening night audience
in exactly that manner. The
effects of "Old Times"

varied from ripples of
laughter to nervous sobbing
proving Dr. Addington's
merits as a director and as a
manipulator of audiences.
The cast of "Old Times"
is small-only three, but one
very capable of handling the
roles Pinter created. One
very noticeable aspect of
this performance was that
no one performer especially
stood out or lagged; all
three were superb in their
characterizations. carrying
the script to the point of
total involvement both
physically and emotionally
ll was there 1 could feel it
happening

Picasso-legendary artist
during his own lifetime
By Handy Richards
No other artist had more
written about him before his
death He was one of those
few people who became a
legend in his own lifetime.
His name. Pablo Picasso
Perhaps it is fitting to
view Picasso's works today,
a day after his birthday, six
months after his death II is

Naw>»h»i« by 0*IM J. Pmkai
Pinter
production

* ""'' rrom an °^ rri«nd sparks •motional warfare centered
in the plot of Harold Pinler > Old Time*. The play, which
°P«n» »«• University Theater Mason, runt tonight through
Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. IBrown Theatre

WFAL plans Halloween party
By David Kaadray
It came rolling out of the
north country like a runaway diesel Some rode with
it Some did their best to
stop it Others just tried to
make a buck with it
This was the Motor City
music of 1968-69 Today, the
madness that surrounded it.
the energy that propelled it.
seem to be gone Only a few
pages of the "Rolling Stone
Record Reviews" book,
dozens of selections in the
Bargain City cut-out bins
and Alice Cooper testify to
the musical power that once
belonged to Detroit
I have never been able to
understand why the Detroit
sound didn't attain at least
the stature of San Krancisco
music
IT WAS as powerful and
potent a music as has ever
been produced in this
country Its one weakness. I
suppose, was the fact that
most of the bands had
aligned themselves more or
less with (he radical
postures of the White
Panther Party.
Thus, when the Kent Stale
killings and Panther leader

KLEVERS
MIDNIGHT
MADNESS
SALE!
FRI. & SAT.
Super Madness
Table Specials:

John Sinclair's drug bust
took the steam out of the revolution, they also took the
steam out of the radical type
inherent in the music.
Kour years have passed
since the initial Detroit
madness died In this time.
John Sinclair has returned
trom prison, the violent
Panthers have become the
culturally active Rainbow
People and the musicians

Review
have pulled themselves back
together
Now. Detroit
music, stripped of the
pretense and emphasizing
the energy, is alive again
Tomorrow. WKAL radio
will bring this music to
Bowling Green At 8 p.m
in the (irand Ballroom.
I'nion. the campus radio
station will sponsor a
Halloween party leaturing
the hardest driving of the

new Motor City bandsDetroit.
ACCORDING to Barry
Foster, who organized the
ball. This Saturday will
give everyone in Bowling
Green the chance to get
down with some high-energy
music "
In order to enhance the
holiday spirit of the ball.
Foster has decided to invite
everyone to come in
costume "The costumes
are optional." he said, "but
we think they will add to the
fun."
Detroit is a perfect band
to provide the hfgh-energy
music This band was the
first to emerge from the
remains of the first Motor
City scene It surfaced in
1971. led by Mitch Ryder
i former leader of the
Detroit Wheels I.
In 1972. Ryder left Detroit
Al this point. Sinclair and

the Rainbow people stepped
in to save the band
RUSTY DAY replaced
Ryder as the band's focal
point.

Day is as much a veteran
of the Motor City music
scene as Ryder
Under Day's guidance.
Detroit has undergone a
complete
transformation
As members of the original
band slowly left, he replaced
them with "the strongest,
most talented practitioners
of the high-drive energy
rock and roll that bad become synonomous with the
city his band had been
named for."

a time to look back over our
shoulders to discover where
Picasso's stature as an
artist stands after his death

Opinion
Just before his death it
was rumored that Picasso
was not painting in the same
quality that he had previously
This became
apparent .it the Avignon
Festival in France last June
where Ins paintings from
1970 to 1972 were displayed
lor the first time
ART CRITIC Robert
Hughes of Time magazine
said Picasso's paintings all
looked alike A statement
many an ordinary person
has made, but never an art
critic
During his lifetime.
PICMSO was his own
greatest collector He would
sell only about 40 paintings
each year, keeping the rest
of his paintings and
drawings locked away in a
strong room attached to his

WHEN ALL THE legal
arguments are over, some
people assume his paintings
will bring fantastic profits.
Is that because the common person cannot yet fully
comprehend
Picasso's
cubist period, his zenith''
Picasso once made this
observation to a reporter
about his paintings. "When
it (the painting) is finished,
it still goes on changing,
according to the slate of
mind of whoever is looking
at it."
The interpretations of Picasso's paintings also will
change, probably more than
for most, since his paintings
convey feelings too free to
have only one meaning, one
thought

THE ROLE of Deeley.
husband of Kate, was
appropriately transformed
into life by Nicholas
Ruggeri. junior (F.d.l
Ruggeri had a difficult role,
one requiring a total change
of character-from a seemingly satisfied husband into
an emasculated mass of
memories As the husband.
Deeley must deal with two
castrating females and in
the end succumbs to the
brunt of their attack.
All three roles were
handled with precision and
exhibited a lot of hard work
both on the actors' and
director's part.
The set. which resembled
a clinical dissection table as
well as an aquarium for
humanized pirranahs. was
quite functional physically
and after the first initial
shock, worked well along
with the script.

BRIANT Lee's sparse but
powerfully linear set
accented the play quite well,
adding to the theme, yet
taking nothing from the
essence of the play itself. It
served as a good set should,
as an assisting reflection of
the essentials, helping to
mold and strengthen the
internal workings of the production, yet not overpowering the play with its
own forcefulness
Ivy Austin, who designed
the costumes for "Old
Times" created concise
representations of what
each character's personality
reflected
"Old Times" promises to
be a succes' d'estime It will
not please everyone but that
is a matter ol taste, not performance I'inler is hard to
cope with at times, but
everyone who can should
experience this near faultless production
"Old
Times will run tonight
through Sunday at Joe E.
Brown Theatre Curtain
time is8p m

Gospel Choir
An article in yesterday's News quoted Eric
lllosby, sophomore
(A&Sl. assistant director of the University
(iospcl Choir, as saying
the choir receives no
University funds
However. Gospel
Choir President Derrick
Roberts, senior (Mus
hA\ I said yesterday the
choir does indeed receive University
money
Our fund drive only
supplements the University money."
Roberts said

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

Tomorrow, for 11.50.
everyone will have a chance
to hear what the man meant
when he first said. "Kick out
the Jams."

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza
(Own car required)
JI|«|Jl|l>

J HOWARD'S !
J
I

I

COLD BEER
Fine Tunes

LAST YEAR, OUR AD SAID:

BOOZE
No Cover

\uf WILL HAVE
By

Mon.. Tues., and Wed.
Oct. 29, 30 and 31
- Live Entertainment -

LATE FALL1W
Because only Kotex
tampons have sol'..
lounded ends ..gi
insertion guides
instead ol two bulky
tubes
and more
protection than the
leading brand Bui
the only way Id I"
convinced is to lei .i
Kotex tamp
your fi'st onr

Minnesota FABRICS now operates 53 retail fabric
stores in seven states. And we will continue to grow!
A growing company provides a good climate for individual growth.

Featuring

SWEET MEAT

9:00 to 12:00 p.m.
lit

SAVE 50%
&M0RE
ON JEWELRY

home He alone had the key.
Today, many of these
paintings are tied up in a
legal argument in France.
His three illegitimate
children are trying to lay
legal claim to some of them

Sandra Perky (graduate
student) is Anna, the
"friend", who is returning
to visit after 20 years Perky
does a tremendous job in her
role.
carrying the
interloping "Odd Man Out"
character into and through a
victorious ending Or was Hi
Perky, with strong
emotion ,i characterization
does a fine physical interpretation of Anna, being
capable of "growing" before
an audience's eyes and
contracting just as quickly.
Teresa Beckers, senior
(A4SI. as Kate, the married
friend whom Anna visits,
seemingly floats through a
role which at first appears
quite uninvolved, but later
reveals itself to be just as
tense and vital as the other
two roles
The role of Kate requires
remarkable restraint and
patience both of which
Beckers had in total
command throughout the
performance

PERMANENT WAVE? NOT ME!
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CARE TO GROW
RAPIDLY WITH US?
A company representative will be on campus soon for

wasn't,
here's a
second
chance.

interviews. Business candidates preferred and others
interested in large volume retail store management.
Opportunities in 1974 in Chicago, Detroit. Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Washington, D.C. metropolitan areas.

MUG SPECIAL

Check in at your campus recruit-

9:00 to 12:00 p.m.

ing office to schedule an interview.
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Campaign spending legislation readied
Committee at 3.20 p.m. on a
5-3 vote. The Democratic
bill came out of the House
Stale Government Committee 30 minutes later, 13-8

COLUMBUS (API Two
verilom of campaign
•pending legislation came
out of House and Senate
committees yesterday and
headed for Monday floor
votes in their respective
chambers.
The Republican bill came
out of Uie Senate Klectitms

THE MAJOR difference
between the two bills is that
the

Senate

version

would

allow association and union
members to earmark where
Iheir political donations go.

Art exhibit

The. House bill would not
Both bills are designed to

The Lakeside Studio of
Lakeside. Mich . will
sponsor a presentation of
graphic art Tuesday from Ii p.m in the west corridor
of the University's Fine Arts
BU*
All works displayed are
available for purchase from
tlO to $4,500. while the ml ire
exhibit is valued at over
$100,000
The works include prints
by artists such as Durer.
('allot. Rouault. Picasso and
numerous others

place limits on contributions
and

require

closure

public

dis-

They came as the

result ol a six-cial session of
the

legislature

called

by

Qov JohnJ (iilligan
The

Senate

Republicans
would

bill,
have

would

disclosure
regarding
prohibit

SEN. Stanley J. Aronoff
IK-Cincinnati). chairperson
of the Senate Elections
Committee, said the
consumer advocate group
Common Cause and the Ohio
Council of Churches endorsed the (JOP version
The final bill is expected
to be put together next week
in a joint House-Senate conference committee But first
each house must pass its
own version and reject the
other
Although the Gilligan
administration bill passed

Agnew underscored the need
to eliminate kickbacks from
contractors and others who
do business with public
agencies.
"This is a protection for
businessmen who may get
shaken down and a protection for the office holder
who may be hard pressed to
turn down a big contribution." Norris said
Another amendmentduring
the prolonged
committee session that
lasted nearly six hours with-

the House committee by a
strict party line vote with
majority Democrats prevailing. Republicans were
successful in winning approval of one key amendment
REP. Alan E. Norris (RW esterVIlie i
won 16-5
approval of an amendment
prohibiting the award of contracts to persons who have
contributed more than II .000
to an office holder or candidate within the past calendar year.
Norris said the "revelations in Maryland'' involving
former Vice President Spiro

control,
tighten

provisions

"flower

funds."
from

state employees, and permit
employees

to

have check-offs for political
contributions if it is allowed

Charities Board
Pumpkin Sale
10:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Student Services
8® (rnh Forum

BUY A PUMPKIN!

Halloween Day events
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UAO is observing Halloween day by sponsoring a SpookTacular with events ranging from a hayride around campus
to bowling tournaments
The first event, held in the Union from 1-3 p.m.. will be
apple bobbing for free beer A two-hour hayride around
campus beginning at 6:30 p.m will be highlighted by live
music provided by a jazz band
Prizes will be awarded at a pumpkin carving and pumpkin
pie eating contests
An Irish Wake will be held from 8-11 p.m. in the Cardinal
Hoom. Union. The Jake Band will play and beer will be sold
For bowling enthusiasts, four moonlight mini-tournaments will be held from 9-11 p.m. in the Buckeye Room.
Union, for $1 All bowling will be done by pin lights only with
trophies being awarded
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Turkish title.
Negatives.
Protestant: Abbr.
To
(every*
body).
One of a French
trio.
White-sheeted
group.
Nordic legend.
Nine, in
Dortmund.
Nostril: Ob«.
Team player:
Abhr.
Kipling
character.
Seaweed.

Ref. hook.
Hound hy.
Italian siiT*

■'<

SI Jane Austen
hero.
Near and Far.
Repair a seam.
Orbs.
Good will, old
style.
60 Poetic contraction.
63 Wrath.
64 Baseball
abbr.

Abbr.

Lay.

Come join us at our extraordinary
50% OFF
giant paperback book sale.
Outstanding current and back list
titles from many leading publishers.
This it a sale Booklovers can't afford to mist.

PWM*.

Pa~ri of a
padlork.
-■■in - i- of a Ian:
Phrase.
Type of Bonn.
Weights: Ahhr.
Handle: Cat.
Ijlinois college,
Cerman
conjaction.
Sword: Prefix.
Western stale:

Maddux's amendment increases the membership to
seven. Two would be named
by the governor, two by the
Senate and two by the House
- in each case one from each
major political party. Those
six members would name
the seventh

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUIZIE
A 0 W'B 6 A I ■R'O U.T 0,U|Ti
A R 1 f - I . ■A.U .* I c If
B * NTD E A ,11
lliiT T E 1

53
">4
.r>6
".''

Horse.
Printer'* nerd.
Well-wisher.
FlaR rolor*:
Phrase.
Stir.
"Marching a>

A five-member commission
would have been named by
the governor, under the original bill.

MADDUX
OFFERED
another successful amendment that assures legislative participation in the
appointment of an Ohio

DOWN
Saintly.
Part of South

Africa:

Election Commission to help
enforce the campaign laws.

have received contributions
from deputy registrars who
dispense state auto license
plates and collect a fee of 50
cents for each transaction.
The practice, however, has
been a perennial target for
criticism by the party out of
power.

Soothsayer.
_ dixit.

comedienne.
Cruisini.
TearherV or a..

FOR BOOKJDVERS

All Proceeds Will Go Towards
Thanksgiving Baskets For The
Needy In Wood County

out a lunch break-prohibits
coercion of motor vehicle
deputy registrars and others
handling state business to
make them contribute to
political parties.
Sponsoring Rep. Don S.
Maddux (D-Lancaster) said
the amendment would not
prevent a deputy registrar
from making a voluntary
contribution. "It just puts in
to the law a policy that already is being practiced."
he said
Both parties for years

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

where

kickbacks

corporation

for union and association
members
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I DUNNO,
MS. CAUCUS
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ALL HM BILLie JIAN ' Wft'Sj
AS OUR IDOL UC U/OMEN '
NttD DtmJtBtT MODUS
IUE CANT ALL U£AR
TENNIS DRESSES WITH

AHYIUAY I'M
THIIXIN6 OF
CHAN6IN6W
y^MAf&KE'

seams

> -rum

taJtt cau of to iess.
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NOW PLAYING

EVENINGSAT 7:15 4 9:30

-«®«^ CL3SSIFIED -*m*

SECRETARY

CAMPUS CALENDAR

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

LATE SHOW

son,

"SUBURBAN
ROULETTE"

Middlt- ClAM Yuulh pfeaantt
Sex Madness.' the
sequel to "RetftT Madness
Plus "HiRh on the
Kaiutithis Friday .mil Saturday in 105 ll.imu Hall
SI U0 admission
Salunlav. Drlorx-r 27. 1973

CLA-ZEL

The Women's ReCTMtftOfl Assoeialion will hold a
volleyball triangular match with Wooster and Ohio
Northern al 10.00 am in the North Ovm ol the
Wonu-n s Kuililink:

* THEATRE •
12SN MAIN. t.G

JS1-IMI

PRE HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

fagliai's.

Starting

paytl70hr

Kridav. Ik-tuber 26. 1973

(CimRiifrt) 7:15 4 9:35

The HliSl
Ptoplt'l Chats Kederation will hold
llM-ir weekly rattUt( from 9 00 am to 4 00 pm in the
Commuter (Vnlrr in Moat lay Hall
Sunday, tk-torx'r 28. 973
The Howling lirei-n State I'niyersity Sailing I'lub will
be holdinx a IIUVIMIK al : run in 203 Hayes Hall All
members should attend

NOW...ELM WEEK!
IMf PICTUHC TOUH NtlGHIORS AM TALKING ABOUT

'l»if1rt|«tt«riiMrttt»«tlMsr»artile«t«r»tdemrtj1«tl»
n»«watt»cc«M»f'IIU.TUCK.".—■—. .■ ■ —

WALKING TALL
».«

©s-

HaOHBH

NOW PLAYING
EVE • 7:15 & 9-.15

STARRING . CHUCK BERRY. LITTLE RICHARD,
BO OI0OLELY. THE COASTERS 4 FATS DOMINO.

"Might very well be the most important
fwn ef 1973! -**• UHM
COLUMBIA PICTOAIS P'twtU
A MtTPOMlCHA PAOOUCIAS COKPOHATiON

eeooucTioN

in iiiFftnniVI-.Mt.s l<oi.i.
HI

The Orihodox Christian Kellowship will be holding a
Worship Service at 6.00 pm al St John's Kpiscopal
Church. 1515 Kail Wooster
The Campus Bridge Club announces a DITLICATE
BKHMiK match scheduled (or Sunday, October 2D. in
the Ohio Suili- ol the t'nion I'lay begins promptly at
1 30 and is open to any experienced bridge player who
brings a partner or who calls 353-7574 ahead ol time
lor one lo be arranged

Female
bartender
warned Apply in person
Pettl's Alpine Village.
117 N Main 3534512
Dishwasher
wanted
Apply in person. IVtn s
Alpine Village. 117 N
Main 353-0512

$100 off on all belts Worldlv Goods. 904 BM1

Students to work in Pizza
restaurant Fn & Sat
evenings 9-2 Apply at
Mr Ed's Pizza Pub

Free kittens 6 wks old.
lovable
Call 352-3581
372-2431

WANTED
1
female
roommate
needed winter quarter
lor 3-man apt at tireenview. S58 or less mo Call
JoAnne at 352 0034
Need 1 man to sub-lease
immed
or
winter
quarter, near campus,
everything
furnished.
call '3S2-0834 or stop in
1470 Hough

The I ndergraduale Alumni Association will hoid a
meeting at 7 00 pm
in 200 Moselev Hall
All
interested students welcome

Folk singer needed (or
weekends
Entertainment lo plav on Kri. &
Sat evenings Irom 7 pm
to 10 pm Apply Burger
Chef. 510 E Wooster

The Kin-n-Kalcon Scuba Club will hold a general
meeting followed by open swimming from s-10 pm in
the Natatortum

I female roommate to
share apt. with 2 other
girls Call3529378

The Sludenl Council for Exceptional Children will be
having a Halloween Party (or TMR children from
Woodlane School in the Lounge of the Ice Arena from
2 00 • 6 00 pm Interested members of Student Council
lor Exceptional Children must contact Doug Funnel!
al372 34SJ

1 male roommate for 2man
apt .
Campus
Manor Call 352-7742

BIDES

I7M it found''

Need ride to and from
New Jersey - Thanksgiving break Will help
pay Kalhy 2-5486

HELP WANTED

Hide
needed to Fort
Wayne
anv
weekend
Will help pav Call Kathv
W
liWTANDroUND
Lot! star sapphir* rum
IB the I E *T HuiMuw
toward
lor
fisdar
Please call Shirley. J52

Positions open: Day 4
night shifts for waitresses, cooks, and utility
Full 4 part-tune help
Apply in person-Dutch
Pantry
Domino's is now hiring
drivers Musi be II and
haw car II 70puiieomrruttioa iMiai
Delivery poopk wailars.
waitress Apply in per

PERSONALS
A big thanks to the
dvnamx Dti cast ol
Snow White in Delta
Uamma Land
Litb.
Your Sisters

SERVICES OFFERED
Keliable Abortion Service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area. 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed
certdled
obstetrician gynecologist.
Immediate
arrangements will be made with
no hassle. Call collect
2IS-H3LI557
Experienced
typlstThaaai. lermpapcrs 352-

ua

CAU. i HHIIiTLINK Hi
am any hour, anv day
Wacanbaip

Wooster
corner

•

on

TO s

Lav awav for Christmas
at Vatan's now - Anniver
sarv Sale Prices 109 N
MJIP

EXPERIMENTAL
STU DIBS
It inter
Quarter seminars now
available for pre regis
tration Come to541 Edu
cation Bldg . or phone 222;*.
Senior Alpha Chis Get
psvehed for the Pumpkin
Walk" Juniors are readv
and waiting"
ADPis. Be prepared fur
an
Omicron
surprise
tomorrow
Congratulations Chrissv'
We're proud vou made
Homecoming
Court
Your Chi O Sisters
Onlv 8 shopping davs left
UlCHEEOMUNGA'
When its a Pike fire
engine that you see-- You
know it II be a
firellamin' tea' Chi OS sav
thanks

I spd
bike, gd cond
825 offer Call 352-6714
72 Gran Torino. 302. 3
sod. PS. air. AM PM
rad .
buckets,
fact
mags new radials. exc
cond. 3M-007B.
1972 Skvhne 2 bedroom
furnished. Mobile Home
Includes all appliances,
plus
color
television
Cost
83950
Must
be
moved
Call
893-0522
Mondav thru Thursdav

Priced to
Mustang.
Tempest
mileage.
352-7966

sell moving w
6 cv SI060 611
V-» air. 1 ow
K59 352 786! or

tiARAUE SALE • BARUAINS GALORE'
231
Haskins Street
Furniture, glassware, housewares, toys, clothing tall
sizes & sexes i. etc Tues
thru Sat 11-7 pm.
Panasonic
AM FM
slereo
component
system, good condition
Will negotiate, call Don
at 352-5223 alter 4 00 pm
Csed Furniture & Appliances Largest Dealer in
the area Also new furniture at prices you can
allord
Kline's
Used
Furniture A Antiques.
101 Main Street i corner
Mam
A
Rt
23 >.
Risingsun. Ohio.
Dual l'229
Excellent
condition 352-1733

Register
lor
limited
edition.
Prout
Chapel
Plate 2 be given awav
Drawings Oct 19 A 26
Vaun's. 109 N Main

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

2-bdrm apt.. University
Village, furn. Immediate
occupancy Forappt call
352-0W1

69 Mustang F-back Must
sell, extras, good cond
Best offer Call after 5
pm 354-4014
Collie n-Terrier
354-5103

4-sale

Room to sub-let now' 2
blocks
to
campus
Itelrig
cooking lacllitiei 170 mo 352-0815

2-bdrm. apt.. University
Village, unfurn. Immediate occupancy For appt
call 152-0114

FrUay. OctaUf 3*. 1*73, Ttw M N.wi/FatH 7

Booters to seek sixth victory
ByDuGarfieM
Sport! Editor

State Buckeyes.

AIIUUII

Mickey Cochrane has a
problem other coaches only
dream about
The Falcon soccer coach
has two excellent goalies,
but only one gets to play
Saturday in Columbus when
the Falcons put their 5-1
record up against the Ohio

Gary
Palmisano.
last
Saturday's goalie in BG's 3 1
romp over Cleveland State,
can't be sure be holds down
the net spot this week because two-year letterman
Bill Heyne will be gunning
[or the starting job too.

COCHRANE WILL have

to choose one of the two as
early as possible so the
goalie can get mentally prepared
Any coach would dream ot
the day he had two outstanding goalies like Heyne
and Palmisano. The BG
mentor said earlier this year
that each is very capable of
doing the job

Heyne broke into the Falcon starting line-up his
freshman year and held the
post until early last year
when he was injured.
Palmisano stepped in and
recorded three shutouts and
when Heyne's injuries were
healed, he found that his job
as solo goalie was at stake.
Palmisano was a pleasant
surprise lo coach Cochrane.

coming off the bench and
recording lh.ee shutouts (a
school record I and 135 saves
in nine games in the net
In this year's action, both
goalies are having fine
defensive records
Heyne
has lei two goals pass by
him while Palmisano let the
opposition
score
three
limes.

Pro football women's style

BG student starts for Toledo
By Kit.I Hanoi
While hundreds of women
on campus are participating
in sorority rush, one University student is doing her
rushing on the football field
Aldah Wilhems. 25. is a
halfback-not on one of the
University's intramural flag
football teams, but for the
Toledo Troopers, reigning
world
champions
of
women's professional football
And she rushes-to get to
practice in Toledo five
nights a week, to execute
running and pass patterns
and to maintain the team's
undefeated season
A senior majoring in
sociology and psychology.
Wilhems is in her first season with the team At S'8"
and 165 lbs . her teammates
call her
Bronco'' after
Bronco Nagurski. the oldtime professional football
player, she said
It
is
definitely
not
powder puff football The
women wear
the same
equipment
I "everything
except the jock,'' Whilhems
said I and play and same
rules as the National Football League, except that

quarters are 12 rather than
15 minutes long
Wilhems saw her first
Troopers exhibition game in
Bowling
Green
in September. 1972 "1 found it
hard
to
sit
on
the
bleachers.'' she said
"I
wanted to get out there and
play.'
She didn't get her chance
until last August when tryouts for the current season
were held
I didn't know
what lo try
out for.''
Wilhems said "I wanted on
the team so bad. 1 was
willing lo try anything "

SHE WAS ASSIGNED the
halfback slot "It's basically
the same thing Paul Miles
ihalfback for the University's varsity football team)
does, only he does it a lot
better." she said
"I run
with the ball "
With two games under her
belt, Wilhems said she is
proud to be part ol a winniing team. This season the
Troopers have defeated the
Detroit Demons twice. 43-0
and 41-0.
Technically she's not a
professional player because
she has never been paid
Players
are paid
after
expenses are met met and so

far the Troopers haven't
drawn enough fans to break
even
The Troopers will play the
Dallas
(Texas)
Blue
Bonnets at 8 p.m. tomorrow
in the Whilmer High School
Stadium in Toledo to raise
money But the Troopers
must pay the Bonnets' 14,500
travel expenses and the
costs incurred for publicity,
stadium rental and officials,
she said
"Dallas is pretty hot to
play us because we're the
champs."
Wilhems said
"Their coach calls us every
night '
But the Troopers troop to
Toledo
to practice and
Wilhems said her team is
ready
They
practice
Monday
through
Friday
from 6pm until dark under
the direction of five male
coaches

MALE COACHES for a
women's team"7 "Guys grow

up with football, but girls
just don't have the opportunity." she said ■Some of
our players who have been
on the team three years are
starting lo know a lot. but
■til take a while before
they're ready to coach "
Wilhems attributes the
undefeated record in large
part to the coaches "They
all have a remarkable altitude— they treat us as football players, not as women
in the traditional sense of
the word." she said "II they
didn't treat us like football
players, we wouldn't play
good football "
The 24 teammates do
calisthenics
and
wind
sprints and practice
In
groups based on position
They then scrimmage using
the pro-set formation
Wilhems admitted thai
workouts do take their toll
physically Yet not only does
she plan to complete the
season, she said she may

stay in Ohio after graduation
so she can continue her football career
"1 was going to move out
West." she said, "but now
that I'm interested in football, I may stay in Ohio for a
few years
"I don't know why 1 love
football so much, she continued
I supppose it's not
any different than why a guy
plays football There is a
thrill in it."
NOTING THAT women's
professional football is in its
infancy. Wilhems said she
believes its continued expansion may help all women.
"If people get used to
seeing women playing football, maybe they'd get used
to seeing women doing all
kinds of things." she said
Tickets for tomorrow's
game against the Blue
Bonnets are $3 lor adults
and S2 for persons 14 years
old and under They may be
purchased at the gate

NSMiplMlS by MMpMUMCB

Captain

Falcon captain, Dav. Dyrnintki takes a *•»• that against lha
Miami Radskint. Tb« BG All-Anwicon from Wobttor, NY. will
load his toammatoi lo Colombo! tomorrow.

INTRODUCING
Dixie Electric Co,
DANCING

MIXED DRINKS

GRAND OPENING FRI. OCT. 26
Possibly the finest night club in the country
today. A total concept of stereophonic sound
and integrated light show. — You've got to
see it to believe it.

Dennis Shaul
Director. Ohio Dept.
of Commerce
will speak on

24581 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY

"Consumerism and
It's Effects on Business"

7 miles north on Highway 25

An Entertainment Utility

OPEN AT 8:30

1S1
OVER

Sunday 8:00 p.m.
115 Education Bldg.

Anstolle • Fine • Gogol • Milio

Free and open lo the public

The University of Michigan: A I
The Assault on Privacy'Shake: I
Fitzgerald ■ Rebel Voices ■ T
Aristotle ■ Fine • Gogol • Milic
The University ol Michigan: A F
The Assault on Privacy ■ Shake:
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices ■ T
Aristotle • Fine * Gogol • Milic
The University of Michigan: A F
The Assault on Privacy "Shake: I
Fitzgerald ■ Rebel Voices • T f
Aristotle • Fine ■ Gogol ■ Milio |

mrna

Cherry Hill
l Management by Owners)

Greenwood Moll
LEWIS a* A.E«'S

• Two bedroomi completely furnished apt.

PHONI 476-3186

• Patio Aroas With Gat Grills
WED. OCT. 24 Thru TUE. OCT. 30
MATINEE SAT. AND SUN.

• Fantastic Party House <™ «"*• "ZLTfJlT*' *" *
• IndOOr Pool (lo<*er rooms)

• Gas Heating & Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, except electricity

Cable TV - Food Waste Disposal - Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer - Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

Fall ■ On a 4 Person Rental Basis

f *€1

12 or 9 mo. Loose
Married Couple

»6S.00person
»193.00p.rmo.

»V5

MIS

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD
Hours: 9-6.7 9 Mon.Fn.. Sat. 12-5, Sun. 12 5

853 Napotton Rd. - Phone 352-6248 and 352-7324

Cherry Hill Village

The Assault on Privacy Shake: I
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle ■ Fine • Gogol • Milic
The University of Michigan: A F I
The Assaull on Privacy • Shake:
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle ■ Fine * Gogol ■ Milio I
The University ot Michigan A F
The Assault on Privacy ■ Shake*
Filzgerald ■ Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle • Fine • Gogol • Milio I
The University of Michigan: A FI
The Assault on Privacy'Shake: I
Fitzgerald ■ Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle • Fine • Gogol ■ Milio
The Universily of Michigan A F
The Assault on Privacy • Shake:
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle • Fine ■ Gogol • Milio I
The University of Michigan: A F
The Assault on Privacy Shake: |
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices • Ti
Aristotle • Fine ■ Gogol • Milio I
The University of Michigan: A F I
The Assault on Privacy Shake; I
Fitzgerald ■ Rebel Voices • Til
Aristotle • Fine * Gogol • Milio I
The University of Michigan: A F I
The Assaull on Privacy ■ Shake; [
Fitzgerald " Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle • Fine • Gogol • Milio
The University of Michigan: A F
The Assault on Privacy • Shake;
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices • T
Aristotle ■ Fine • Gogol • Milio
The University of Michigan: A F
The Assault on Privacy • Shake;
Fitzgerald • Rebel Voices ■ T

I
|
,
I
|

Petronius • Sartre • Breton
■I History« Female Sexuality

AFTER-INVENTORY

OCTOBER 26,27,28
- Sp.m
.

•

i 'ii lo 5 p rli
m.

's Critics" The Art ol F.Scott
(Satyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
II History Female Sexuality
s Critics" The Art ot F.Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
[il History* > Female Sexuality
sCritics" TheArtolF. Scott
| Satyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
III History* 1 female boxuality
s Critics" TheArtolF Scott
|Satyncon • 9226 Kercheval
Petronius • Sartre ■ Breton
it History 1 Female Sexuality
sCnhcs" TheArtolF Scott
ISillyncon • 9226 Kercheval
Petronius • Sartre • Breton
ll History ■Female Sexuality

BLACK STUDIES
DRAMA
LITERATURE
GEOGRAPHY
NATURAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
CLASSICS
ANTHROPOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

if Muiii./.m Pros

sCritics" TheArtolF Scott
Satyricon • 9226 Kercheval
Petronius • Sartre • Breton
il History 1 Female Sexuality
'sCritics' TheArtolF Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
[Petronius • Sartre * Breton
[il History 'Female Sexuality
s Critics" The Ar'olF Scott
Satyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • C ..tre • Breton
|il History Femr.ie Sexuality
"sCritics* The Art ol F.Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
I il History • Female Sexuality
's Critics* TheArtolF. Scott
| Satyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
[il History- Female Sexuality
's Critics* TheArtolF. Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre • Breton
[il History- Female Sexuality
's Critics* The Art ol F. Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
I Petronius • Sartre * Breton
III History • Female Sexuality
I's Critics* TheArtolF. Scott
ISatyricon • 9226 Kercheval
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Battered Falcons meet
so-so Thundering Herd
By JackO'Breia
Eiecative Sports Kd I tor
A battered Falcon football
team will attempt to snap a
two-game losing streak
when it meets Marshall University at I 30 p m tomorrow at ("'airfield Stadium.
Six regulars will be left
behind when the team
departs for Huntington. W.
Va. today. Defensive end
Tom
Fisher,
linebacker
John Villapiano. safety Tony
Hell, middle guard Jamie
Henneberry,
offensive
tackle Nick Obrovac. and
offensive guard (Jene Jones.
Forty-four players comprise the travel squad. This
week the squad will include
seven freshmen and II
sophomores.
Making the trip but still
listed as questionable
starters are tailback Paul
Miles, fullback Phil I'olak
and offensive guard Bob
Martin
INJURIES HAVE plagued
the Falcons all season However, instead of becoming
healthier as I ho year progressed, the Itowling Green

team has been hit with more
injuries.
Fisher has a shoulder injury. Villapiano is bothered
by a knee problem and Bell
has a bad ankle Obrovac
has the flu. Jones has an
injured right elbow. Miles
has a thigh problem and
I'olak is plagued with back
problems
Miles is not 100 per
cent.' said Falcon head
coach Don Nehlen at practice last night "He's better
than I thought he would be
We're going to take him on
Ihe trip even though he
might not play."
"We've lost more football
players this year than in all
my other years of coaching
combined." added Ihe sixth
year head BG mentor.
"THERE'S NO sense to

N*wsf**«wbyJMephOadi
Falcon tailback Paul Miles watches the action during last
weekend's BG-Miomi clash from fhe sidelines alter suffering
an
'"jury during the second half Miles who was listed as a
doubtful starter this week will make the trip to Huntington
W Va . for tommorrow's game against the Thundering Herd.

MilCS
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"They're respectable This
is an awful big football game
as far as I'm concerned We
need a victory bad "
UNLIKE THE Falcons,
the Herd will go into tomorrow's contest with just
about everyone healthy,
according to. this week's
Marshall press release
Jim Wulf. the Herds
starting fullback when the
season opened, may be
suited up for the first time in
five games Wide receiver
I .mm Steed is expected
back after missing last
week's contest because of a
broken finger
Nehlen said quarterback
Iteggie Oliver is the key to
the Herd's offensive attack
Oliver hit on 11 ol 23 passes
after intermission against
Western Michigan to pull
himself within one pass

completion of becoming the
Marshall career leader
In three seasons, Oliver
has completed 182 passes
He holds the school record
for passing attempts (454)
and interceptions (291 He is
second in both the school
passing yardage and total
offensive yardage marks
The Alabama native has
2.229 career yards passing
and 2.383 yards in total offense
The Falcons have lost the
last two times they have
journeyed to Huntington to
meet the Thundering Herd
Marshall prevailed 12-10 in
1971 and posted a 21-16 victory in 1969 The 1969 win
ended a 27-game winless
streak for Marshall and the
1971 triumph was engineered
by a freshman-sophomore
learn

AAauch garners NL honors
NKW YORK (AP) Fiery
(■ene Muuch. the only field
boss the Montreal Kxpos
have had sinre joining the

'Finley shrewd'-Reggie
NKW YOKK (AIM
Oakland As superstar
Kcggic Jackson said yesterday he was not surprised by
owner Charles O Finley s
refusal lo release Manager
Dick Williams from Ihe
remaining Iwu years of his
i mil i.hi with Oakland

continue playing those kids
llir injured players! until
they get better." said Nehlen. "We must give them
some rest even though it
may cost us the ball game
1*1 the people scream at us
We've just got to give them
merest "
Marshall has two victories
in six starts this season, a
24-17 victory over Morehead
State and a 39-36 upset of
Northern
Illinois
Last
weekend, the Herd was
defeated. 21-7. by Western
Michigan at Kalamazoo
"We were disappointed we
didn't get the big play." said
Marshall coach Jack
Lengyel after the loss It
was really one of our better
defensive games, but our offense just didn't execute
"Marshall's no cake
walk.'
said Nehlen

"I'harles O Finley is a
very shrewd businessman."
said Jackson
"What Mr Finley is doing
is something you do if you're
born in I is country if you re
a red blooded American,"
he added

National League in 1969. was
named yesterday as
Manager of the Year in the
National 1-eague for Ihe
third time
The 47 year old Maucll
considered a clever tactician, received 121 votes in
an Associated Press poll ol
sports writers and broad
casters and easily topped
Yogi Bern of the league

champion New York Mets
lor the honor
Sparky Anderson, the 11*72
NL Manager ol ihe Year
who guided Ihe Cincinnati
Iteds lo their third Weal
Division title in four years,
i unshed third in this year poll with 77 votes He was
followed by Walt Alston ol
Ihe Los Angeles Dodgers
with 16 voles, lied Schuen-

diensl of the SI Louis Cardinals, 11. Danny Ozark of
the Philadelphia Phillies. 2.
and
Pittsburgh's Bill
V irdon. dismissed late in the
season, and San Francisco's
Charlie Fox. leach
Berra collected 94 voles in
the balloting based solely on
regular-season
performances

"He's got a chance lo pick
up a lot of money, or maybe
gel a ballplayer for free-you
can't condemn him for
trying "
Finley surprised Williams
and most other people
Tuesday when he refused to
give New York Yankee officials permission lo talk to
Williams about the Yankees'
vacant managerial post

Ire house happrnmys

Young icers battle for spots
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
Hon Mason's hockey camp
is physically trying, even for
the veterans
So imagine how tough it
must be on a freshman
coming lo Howling Green
who is used lo high school
workout programs
Freshmen Mike Liut and
Bill Smith are undergoing
the transition at the present
time
"Last year. I was only
doing two or three workouts
a week." says Liut "Here I
am now doing workouts
every day ol Ihe week "
"The workouls here are a

JV football
The Bowling Green junior
varsity football team will be
gunning lor an undefeated
season when il travels lo
Oxford lo meet Miami's
junior varsity squ.nl Monday
at 2 p m
The young Falcons have
posted victories over
Toledo. 35-8. and Eastern
Michigan. 36 21 Last year.
BG rallied lor three touchdowns in Ihe i.mi Hi quarter
to beat Miami. 22 21

WEEKEND
SPECIAL!

Carnations
$050
W

lot harder, bill thev gel you
Into Shape." adds Smith
The (wo lirsl year players
room together on campus
and played lor Ihe Dixie
Declines ill Canadian 2 A
division hockey last year
Now both men play lor
coach Mason, an experience
which can be both gratliving
and tiring. Liut, who plays
goalie on Ihe squad, agrees
with Smith on a couple of
points about the new Falcon
mentor
"IN PRACTICE, he has B
number ol good drills and
lough exercises." observes
Liut. "He has one drill
where you pull another man
down the ice with a rope
Such drills are common in
the Mason torm.it during

practice This "rope drill"
is a gut-buster lo say the
least
"I think Mason is a fine
coach, says Smith On this
point. Liut is quick lo agree
Bolh Ireshinen arc confident
in Mason's ability and are
extremely conlident
in
themselves as well as the
team.
I think we just might go
into the Kastern road trip
undefeated, and if we split
out there, we'll really be
living, says Liut Defense
man Smith is just as conluicnt as his counterpart
This very confidence
results in praise for coach
Mason
The coach knows that we
will have to be in shape for
that trip to the East,"

remarks Liut
Smith and Liut find the
workouts rough, but gladly
accept them as necessary
lor the future schedule
A
STEREOTYPE
problem for most freshmen
athletes is participating in a
sport and trying to keep
grades up al the same time
Both Liut and Smith cancel
any such notion in quick
order
"Both of us are doing real
well in our classes," says
Smith
The Ireshinen are finding

enough time to do the school
.studies and also find time lo
study the assignments of
professor Mason
Mason's studies are
usually less intellectual in
content He currently is
leaching a class in opponent
smashing Liut and Smith
are regular altenders of this
class which is held at the Ice
Arena
They like their professor,
they know the subject and
they hope to be vital parts in
making Ihe whole program a
success
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For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

TACULAQ
IS

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
252 S. Main St., Bowling Green

OCT<31

Sauui Wsnha MO ua imbi Scassf snd l*tr CUii S 00 •.«.
I or personal counsel see
John Alan Krueger, Pastor
805 Klotr Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE. 352-0379

Starring
Donald Sutherland
Friday & Saturday
Oct. 26 4 27
7 00&9 30

Golden Cue
Behind Burger Chef
By The Railroad Tracks

Enjoy Pool

a dozen

Cash & Carry

THE
FLOWERHOUSE
428 E. Woosler

Games & Music
Special
710 MATH-SCIENCE
$1 WITH I.D.

Tuesday's Ladies
Pool free!

New Hours
2 to 1 Ml daily

AuwioWd Pi*M

The above ten players were named by members ol Ihe
Associated Press lo Ihe 1973 major league All Slor Team.
They are, left lo right, lop row: Tony Peres, first baseman,
Cincinnati; Johnny Bench, catcher, Cincinnati; Reggie
Jackson, outfielder, Oakland; Pete Rose, outfielder,
Cincinnati; Darell Evans, third baseman, Atlanta, left lo right
bottom row; Rod Carew, second baseman, Minnesota; Ron
Bryant, pitcher, San Francisco; Nolan Ryan, pitcher, California
Angels; Willie Slargell, outfielder, Pittsburgh, Chris Speier,
shortstop, San Francisco.

